List of regulations in the field of environmental protection in the Republic of Serbia

Belgrade, February 2017
The List of applicable regulations in the environmental field should serve both to environmental inspectors at all levels and legal entities, entrepreneurs and natural persons, so that they can have at any moment all information on the regulations implemented and enforced in this field.
PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- Regulation on Determining Activities Whose Performance Has Impact on Environment ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 109/09 and 08/10)
- Regulation on Contents and Methods of Management of the Environment Protection Information System, Methodology, Structure, Common Bases, Categories and Levels of Data Collection, as well as on Data Content About Which the Public is Regularly and Compulsory Informed ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 112/09 of 30.12.2009)
- Regulation on Putting Under Control the Use and Trade of Wild Flora and Fauna ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 31/05, 45/05, 22/07, 38/08, 09/10 and 69/11)
- Regulation on Pollution Types, Criteria for Calculating the Environmental Pollution Charges and Defining Payers, Amount and Manner of the Charge Calculation and Payment ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 113/05, 06/07, 08/10, 102/10, 15/12 and 91/12)
- Regulation on Criteria for Determining the Status of Endangered Environment and Priorities for Rehabilitation and Remediation ("Official Gazette of the RS", No 22/10)
- Regulation on Criteria and Conditions for Recovery, Exemption from or Reduction of Charge for Environmental Pollution ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 113/05 and 24/10)
- Regulation on the Programme of Systematic Monitoring of Soil Quality Via Indicators for Assessment of Soil Degradation Risk and Methodology for Creation of Remediation Programmes ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 88/10 of 23.11.2010)

PUBLISHED RULEBOOKS BASED ON LAW:

- Rulebook on the Content of Documentation Submitted in Support of the Application for the Permit for Import, Export and Transit of Waste ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 60/09 and 101/10)
- Rulebook on the Amount of Costs for Submitting Information Related to the Environmental Protection ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 35/10 of 26.05.2010)
- Rulebook on the Content of the Notice About New Seveso Installation or Establishment, Existing Seveso Installation or Establishment and About Permanent Cessation of Seveso Installation or Establishment ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 41/10 of 15.06.2010)
- Rulebook on the List of Hazardous Substances and Their Amounts and Criteria for Determining the Type of Documents Produced by the Operator of Seveso Installation or Establishment ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 41/10 and 51/15)
- Rulebook on the Content of Accident Prevention Policy and the Content and Methodology of the Report on the Safety and Accident Protection Plan ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 41/10)
- Rulebook on the Amount of Costs of Awarding Rights to Use Eco-Label ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 81/10 of 05.11.2010)
PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- Rulebook on the Methodology for the Development of National and Local Registers of Sources of Environmental Pollution as well as Methodology for Types, Methods and Time Limits for Data Collecting ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 91/10 of 03.12.2010)
- Rulebook on the National List of Indicators of Environmental Protection ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 37/11 of 31.05.2011)
- Rulebook Amending the Rulebook on the Methodology for the Development of National and Local Registers of Sources of Environmental Pollution as well as Methodology for Types, Methods and Time Limits for Data Collecting ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 10/13 of 30.01.2013)
- Rulebook on the Manner of Notice, i.e. Exchange of Data on Seveso Installation, i.e. Establishment, whose Activities May Cause Chemical Accidents with Cross-Border Effects ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 26/13 of 20.03.2013)
- Rulebook on the Methodology for the Development of Rehabilitation and Remediation Projects ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 74/15 of 26.08.2015)
- Rulebook Amending Rulebook on the Methodology for the Development of National and Local Registers of Sources of Environmental Pollution as well as Methodology for Types, Methods and Time Limits for Data Collecting ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 98/16 of 08.12.2016)
- Rulebook on Determining Harmonised Charges for Pollution of the Environment ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 44/16 of 29.04.2016)
- Rulebook on Detailed Terms and Conditions, Criteria and Procedure for Awarding the Right to Use Eco-Label, Elements, Appearance and Manner of Use of Eco-Label for Products and Services ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 49/16 of 31.05.2016)

- Decision on the Establishment of Green Fund of the Republic of Serbia ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 91/16)
PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- REGULATION ON THE LISTS OF WASTE FOR CROSS-BORDER MOVEMENT, CONTENT AND APPEARANCE OF DOCUMENTS ACCOMPANYING CROSS-BORDER MOVEMENT OF WASTE WITH THE FILLING IN INSTRUCTIONS ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 60/09 of 03.08.2009)
- REGULATION ON DETERMINING CERTAIN TYPES OF HAZARDOUS WASTE THAT MAY BE IMPORTED AS SECONDARY RAW MATERIALS ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 60/09 of 03.08.2009)
- REGULATION ON PRODUCTS THAT BECOME SPECIFIC WASTE STREAMS AFTER USE, ON THE DAILY LOG FORM FOR RECORDS OF THE QUANTITY AND TYPE OF PRODUCTS PRODUCED AND IMPORTED, AND ON THE ANNUAL REPORT, ON THE METHOD AND TIME FRAME FOR SUBMITTING THE ANNUAL REPORT, ON THE FEE PAYERS, THE AMOUNT AND THE METHOD FOR THE CALCULATION AND PAYMENT OF THE FEE ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 54/10, 86/11, 15/12 and 03/14)
- REGULATION ON THE LISTS OF NON-HAZARDOUS WASTE FOR WHICH PERMITS ARE NOT ISSUED WITH DOCUMENTS ACCOMPANYING CROSS-BORDER MOVEMENT ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 102/10 of 30.12.2010)
- REGULATION ON TYPES OF WASTE WHICH UNDERGO THERMAL TREATMENT, THE TERMS AND CRITERIA FOR THE CHOICE OF LOCATION, TECHNICAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PROJECT PLANNING, CONSTRUCTION, EQUIPPING AND OPERATION OF THE INSTALLATION FOR THERMAL TREATMENT OF WASTE, MANNER OF HANDLING THE REMAINING WASTE AFTER INCINERATION ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 102/10 and 50/12)
- REGULATION ON DISPOSAL OF WASTE ON LANDFILLS ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 92/10 of 05.12.2010)

PUBLISHED RULEBOOKS BASED ON LAW:

- RULEBOOK ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION FOR THE ISSUANCE OF PERMIT FOR THE STORAGE, TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL OF WASTE ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 72/09 of 03.09.2009)
- RULEBOOK ON THE CONTENTS OF PERMIT FOR THE STORAGE, TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL OF WASTE ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 96/09 of 23.11.2009)
- RULEBOOK ON THE MANNER AND PROCEDURE FOR WASTE TIRES MANAGEMENT ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 104/09 and 81/10)
- RULEBOOK ON THE WASTE CATEGORIES, EXAMINATION AND CLASSIFICATION ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 56/10 of 10.08.2010)
- RULEBOOK ON CONDITIONS, MANNER AND PROCEDURE FOR WASTE OILS MANAGEMENT ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 71/10 of 04.10.2010)
- RULEBOOK ON HANDLING OF WASTE CONTAINING ASBESTOS ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 75/10)
PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- RULEBOOK ON HANDLING OF WASTE CONTAINING ASBESTOS ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 75/10)
- RULEBOOK ON MEDICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 78/10 of 25.10.2010)
- RULEBOOK ON MANAGEMENT OF USED BATTERIES AND ACCUMULATORS ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 86/10 of 17.11.2010)
- RULEBOOK ON THE MANNER OF STORAGE, PACKAGING AND LABELLING OF HAZARDOUS WASTE ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 92/10 of 05.12.2010)
- RULEBOOK ON THE FORM OF A DAILY RECORD AND ANNUAL WASTE REPORT WITH THE FILLING IN INSTRUCTIONS ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 95/10 and 88/15)
- RULEBOOK ON THE MANNER AND PROCEDURE FOR WASTE VEHICLE MANAGEMENT ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 98/10)
- RULEBOOK ON HANDLING OF DEVICES AND WASTE CONTAINING PCB ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 37/11)
- RULEBOOK ON THE LIST OF POPs, MANNER AND PROCEDURE FOR POPs WASTE MANAGEMENT AND LIMIT VALUE OF POPs CONCENTRATIONS RELATED TO DISPOSAL OF WASTE CONTAINING POPs OR CONTAMINATED WITH POPs ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 65/11)
- RULEBOOK ON THE MANNER AND PROCEDURE FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF WASTE FROM TITANIUM DIOXIDE, MEASURES OF SUPERVISION AND MONITORING OF THE ENVIRONMENT ON THE LOCATION ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 01/12)
- RULEBOOK ON HARMONISED CHARGES FOR WASTE STREAM MANAGEMENT ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 44/16)

- WASTE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY FOR THE PERIOD 2010-2019 ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 29/10 of 02.05.2010)
- DECISION ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMMITTEE FOR THE CONTROL OF THE PROCEDURE FOR DESTRUCTION OF PSYCHOACTIVE CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 19/12 of 13.03.2012)
PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- **Regulation on Criteria for the Calculation of Packaging or Pack Fees and Exemption from Fee Payment, Fee Payers, Fee Amount and the Manner of Fee Calculation and Payment** ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 88/09 and 22/16)

PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- **Rulebook on Types of Long-Term Packaging** ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 70/09)
- **Rulebook on the Criteria for Determining What May Be Packaging, with Examples for the Application of Criteria and a List of Serbian Standards Relating to Basic Requirements Packaging Has to Meet for Placing on the Market** ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 70/09 of 27.08.2009)
- **Rulebook of the Annual Amount of Packaging Waste by Categories, for Which Space for Takeover, Collection, Sorting and Temporary Storage Shall be Provided** ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 70/09 of 27.08.2009)
- **Rulebook on the Manner of Numbering, Abbreviations and Symbols on Which Packaging Material Identification and Labelling System Is Based on** ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 70/09 of 27.08.2009)
- **Rulebook on the Type and Annual Amount of Packaging Used for Packaged Goods Placed on the Market, for Which the Producer, Importer, Packer / Filler and Supplier Is Not Obliged to Provide Packaging Waste Management** ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 70/09 of 27.08.2009)
- **Rulebook on Limit Value of the Total Concentration Levels of Lead, Cadmium, Mercury and Hexavalent Chromium in Packaging or Its Components, and Exceptions to the Application and Deadline for the Application of Limit Values** ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 70/09 of 27.08.2009)
- **Rulebook on the Content and Manner of Keeping the Register of Issued Permits for Packaging Waste Management** ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 76/09 of 16.09.2009)
- **Rulebook on Forms of Reports on Packaging and Packaging Waste Management** ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 21/10 and 10/13)
- **Rulebook on Chemicals for Which the Producer or Importer Are Obliged to Establish a Deposit for a Single Container in Which Chemicals Are Stored, the Amount of Deposit for Certain Types of Packaging Depending on the Packaging Type or Chemicals Stored** ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 99/10 of 27.12.2010)
- **Rulebook on Technical and Other Requirements for Plastic Bags With Additives for Oxidative Degradation and Biodegradation, on the Conformity Assessment and Conditions to Be Fulfilled by the Appointed Body** ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 3/12 of 18.01.2012)
DECISION ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF THE SPATIAL PLAN FOR THE SPECIAL PURPOSE AREA OF THE SOUTH STREAM TRANSNATIONAL PIPELINE
("Official Gazette of the RS" No 01/12 of 11.01.2012)
LAW ON INTEGRATED PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF THE ENVIRONMENT POLLUTION
("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 135/04 and 25/15)

PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- Regulation on Types of Activities and Installations for Which Integrated Permits are Issued
  ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 84/05)
- Regulation on the Content of Programme of Measures Aimed to Adjust the Operation of Existing Installations or Activity to Prescribed Conditions ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 84/05)
- Regulation on the Criteria for Determining the Best Available Techniques for the Application of Quality Standards and for Determining Emission Limit Values in the Integrated Permit ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 84/05)
- Regulation on Determining the Programme on the Timetable of Filing Applications for the Issuance of Integrated Permits ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 108/2008)

PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- Rulebook on the Content and Manner of Keeping the Register of Issued Integrated Permits ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 69/05)
- Rulebook on the Content and Appearance of Integrated Permit ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 30/06)
- Rulebook on the Content, Appearance and Manner of Filling in the Application for the Issuance of Integrated Permit ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 30/06)
- Rulebook Amending the Rulebook on the Content, Appearance and Manner of Filling in the Application for the Issuance of Integrated Permit ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 32/16 of 30.03.2016)

LAW ON AIR PROTECTION ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 36/09 and 10/13)

PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- Regulation on Monitoring Conditions and Air Quality Requirements
  ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 11/10 and 75/10)
- Regulation on Criteria and Manner of Approving Programmes and Projects
- Implemented Within the Clean Development Mechanism ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 44/10 of 30.06.2010)
- Regulation on the Methodology for Data Collection for the National Inventory of Unintentional Emissions of Persistent Organic Pollutants
  ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 76/10 of 22.10.2010)
PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- Regulation on the Methodology for Data Collection for the National Greenhouse Gases Inventory ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 81/10 of 05.11.2010)
- Regulation on Determining Zones and Agglomerations ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 58/11 of 05.08.2011)
- Regulation Amending Regulation on Determining Zones and Agglomerations ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 98/12 of 12.09.2012)
- Regulation on Determining the Air Quality Control Programme within the State Network ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 58/11 of 05.08.2011)
- Regulation Amending Regulation on Air Quality Monitoring and Requirements Related to Air Quality ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 63/13 of 19.07.2013)
- Regulation on Handling Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, and Conditions for Issuing Import and Export Permits for These Substances ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 114/13 of 23.12.2013)
- Regulation on Handling Fluorinated Greenhouse Gases, and Conditions for Issuing Import and Export Permits for These Gases ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 120/13)
- Regulation on Determining the List of Air Quality Categories by Zones and Agglomerations in the Territory of the Republic of Serbia for 2012 ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 17/14 of 14.02.2014)
- Regulation on Determining the List of Air Quality Categories by Zones and Agglomerations in the Territory of the Republic of Serbia for 2013 ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 105/15 of 18.12.2015)
- Regulation on Limit Values of Air Pollutant Emissions from Stationary Sources of Pollution, Except from Combustion Installations ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 111/15 of 29.12.2015)
- Regulation on the Methodology for the Development of Air Pollutant Emissions and Projections Inventory ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 03/16 of 15.01.2016)
- Regulation on Measurements of Air Pollutant Emissions from Stationary Sources of Pollution ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 05/16 of 25.01.2016)
- Regulation on Limit Values of Air Pollutant Emissions from Combustion Installations ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 06/16 of 28.01.2016)
PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

RULEBOOK ON THE CONTENT OF THE AIR QUALITY PLANS ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 21/10 of 06.04.2010)

RULEBOOK ON THE CONTENT OF SHORT-TERM ACTION PLANS ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 65/10)

RULEBOOK ON THE METHODS FOR EXCHANGING INFORMATION CONCERNING MEASURING POINTS WITHIN THE STATE AND LOCAL NETWORKS, ON MEASURING TECHNIQUES, AND ON THE METHODS OF EXCHANGING DATA OBTAINED BY THE AIR QUALITY MONITORING IN THE STATE AND LOCAL NETWORKS ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 84/10 of 12.11.2010)

RULEBOOK ON TECHNICAL MEASURES AND REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO THE ALLOWED VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUND EMISSIONS RESULTING FROM STORAGE AND TRANSPORT OF PETROL ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 01/12, 25/12 and 48/12)

RULEBOOK ON CONDITIONS FOR ISSUING AIR QUALITY MEASUREMENT PERMITS AND EMISSION MEASUREMENT PERMITS FROM STATIONARY SOURCES OF POLLUTION ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 01/12 of 11.1.2012)

RULEBOOK ON CONDITIONS FOR ISSUING CONSENTS TO OPERATORS FOR AIR QUALITY MEASUREMENT AND/OR MEASUREMENT OF EMISSIONS FROM STATIONARY SOURCES OF POLLUTION ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 16/12)

RULEBOOK ON THE METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING ACOUSTIC ZONES ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 72/10 of 08.10.2010)

RULEBOOK ON THE METHODS OF NOISE MEASUREMENT, CONTENT AND SCOPE OF THE NOISE MEASUREMENT REPORTS ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 72/10 of 08.10.2010)

RULEBOOK ON THE METHODOLOGY FOR THE ACTION PLAN DEVELOPMENT ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 72/10 of 08.10.2010)

RULEBOOK ON CONDITIONS TO BE FULFILLED BY A PROFESSIONAL ORGANISATION FOR NOISE MEASUREMENT, AND DOCUMENTATION TO BE SUBMITTED WITH THE APPLICATION FOR ACQUIRING THE AUTHORIZATION FOR NOISE MEASUREMENT ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 72/10 of 08.10.2010)

RULEBOOK ON THE CONTENT AND METHOD OF DEVELOPMENT OF NOISE MAPS AND THE MANNER OF THEIR PRESENTATION TO THE PUBLIC ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 80/10 of 02.11.2010)

RULEBOOK ON NOISE EMITTED BY THE EQUIPMENT USED IN THE OPEN SPACE ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 01/13 of 04.01.2013)
PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- RULEBOOK ON CLASSIFICATION, Packaging, LABELLING AND ADVERTISING OF CHEMICALS AND CERTAIN PRODUCTS (“Official Gazette of the RS” Nos 59/10, 25/11 and 5/12)
- RULEBOOK ON THE IMPORT AND EXPORT OF CERTAIN HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS (“Official Gazette of the RS” Nos 89/10, 15/13 and 114/14)
- RULEBOOK ON PERMITS FOR PERFORMING BUSINESS ACTIVITY OF MOVEMENT AND TRADE, I.E. PERMITS FOR USING PARTICULARLY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 06/17)
- RULEBOOK ON CHEMICAL ADVISERS AND CONDITIONS TO BE FULFILLED BY LEGAL ENTITIES OR ENTREPRENEURS PERFORMING TRAINING AND KNOWLEDGE CHECKS FOR CHEMICALS ADVISERS (“Official Gazette of the RS” Nos 13/11, 28/11 and 47/12)
- RULEBOOK ON THE MANNER OF KEEPING RECORDS OF CHEMICALS (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 31/11)
- RULEBOOK ON DETAILED CONDITIONS FOR KEEPING HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS IN THE SALES AREA, AND THE MANNER OF MARKING THIS AREA (“Official Gazette of the RS” Nos 31/11 and 16/12)
- RULEBOOK ON THE MANNER OF PERFORMING CHEMICAL SAFETY ASSESSMENT, AND THE CONTENT OF THE CHEMICAL SAFETY REPORT (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 37/11 of 31.05.2011)
- RULEBOOK ON THE CONTENTS OF SAFETY DATA SHEET (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 100/11 of 29.12.2011)
- RULEBOOK ON THE RESTRICTIONS AND BAN OF PRODUCTION, PLACING ON THE MARKET AND USE OF CHEMICALS (“Official Gazette of the RS” Nos 90/13, 25/15 and 02/16)
- RULEBOOK ON CLASSIFICATION, PACKAGING, LABELLING AND ADVERTISING OF CHEMICALS AND CERTAIN PRODUCTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE GLOBALLY HARMONISED SYSTEM OF CLASSIFICATION AND LABELLING OF THE UNITED NATIONS (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 105/13 of 29.11.2013)
- RULEBOOK ON THE METHODS OF EXAMINING HAZARDOUS PROPERTIES OF CHEMICALS (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 117/13)
- RULEBOOK ON THE LIST OF CLASSIFIED CHEMICALS PART I (PAGE 1 TO 752) AND PART II (PAGE 753 TO 1492) (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 48/14 of 05.05.2014)
- RULEBOOK ON DETERGENTS (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 25/15 of 13.03.2015)
- RULEBOOK ON THE REGISTER OF CHEMICALS (“Official Gazette of the RS” Nos 16/16 and 06/17)
- INSTRUCTION ON DETERMINING PREVENTIVE MEASURES FOR SAFE KEEPING, STORAGE AND USE OF PARTICULARLY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 06/17)
- LIST OF SURFACTANTS, FOR WHICH APPROVAL HAS BEEN ISSUED OR ACT ADOPTED TO APPROVE THE USE OF SURFACTANTS IN DETERGENTS IN THE EU, AND LIST OF SURFACTANTS, FOR WHICH APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL OF SURFACTANT PROHIBITED IN THE EU HAS BEEN REFUSED (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 94/10)
- LIST OF SUBSTANCES OF CONCERN (“Official Gazette of the RS” Nos 94/13 and 101/16)
- LIST OF SUBSTANCES CANDIDATES FOR THE LIST OF SUBSTANCES OF CONCERN (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 58/16 of 22.06.2016)
LAW ON BIOCIDAL PRODUCTS (“Official Gazette of the RS” Nos 36/09, 88/10, 92/11 and 25/15)

PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- Regulation on the Amount of Fees, Fee Payers, and the Manner of Payment of Fees for the Biocidal Products Assessment and Data Check (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 90/15)

PUBLISHED RULEBOOKS BASED ON LAW:

- Rulebook on the Types of Biocidal Products (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 23/10 of 14.04.2010)
- Rulebook on Basic Information on Biocidal Products (“Official Gazette of the RS” Nos 23/10 and 28/11)
- Rulebook on Specific Requirements for Packing, Labelling and Advertising Biocidal Products (“Official Gazette of the RS” Nos 59/10 and 26/11)
- Rulebook on Certain Hazardous Biocidal Products That Cannot Be Placed on the Market for General Use (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 37/11 of 31.05.2011)

- List of Biocidal Products Registered in the Register of Biocidal Products (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 28/12 of 07.04.2012)
- List of Biocidal Products Registered in the Register of Biocidal Products (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 60/15 of 08.07.2015)
- List of Active Substances in Biocidal Products (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 94/16 of 24.11.2016)

LAW ON SOIL PROTECTION (“Official Gazette of the RS”“ No 112/15”)
LAW ON WATERS ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 30/10, 93/12 and 101/16)

PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- REGULATION ON DETERMINING WATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME IN 2011 ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 20/11 of 25.03.2011)
- REGULATION ON EMISSION LIMIT VALUES FOR POLLUTANTS IN WATERS AND THE DEADLINES FOR THEIR REACHING ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 67/11, 48/12 and 01/16)
- REGULATION ON EMISSION LIMIT VALUES FOR POLLUTANTS IN SURFACE AND GROUND WATERS AND SEDIMENTS AND THE DEADLINES FOR THEIR REACHING ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 50/12 of 18.05.2012)
- REGULATION ON LIMIT VALUES OF PRIORITY SUBSTANCES AND PRIORITY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES POLLUTING SURFACE WATERS, AND THE DEADLINES FOR THEIR REACHING ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 24/14 of 28.02.2014)
- REGULATION ON DETERMINING ANNUAL WATER STATUS MONITORING PROGRAMME FOR 2016 ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 36/6 of 08.04.2016)

PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- RULEBOOK ON PARAMETERS OF ECOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL STATUS OF SURFACE WATERS, AND PARAMETERS OF CHEMICAL AND QUANTITATIVE STATUS OF GROUND WATERS ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 74/11 of 05.10.2011)
- RULEBOOK ON THE MANNER AND CONDITIONS FOR MEASURING THE QUANTITIES AND EXAMINING THE QUALITY OF WASTE WATER, AND THE CONTENTS OF REPORTS ON PERFORMED MEASUREMENTS ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 33/16)

LAW ON ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 36/09, 88/10 and 14/16)

PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- REGULATION ON DETAILED CRITERIA, MANNER OF CALCULATION AND PROCEDURE FOR THE COLLECTION OF CHARGES FOR THE USE OF PROTECTED AREA ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 43/10 of 25.06.2010)
- REGULATION ON THE ECOLOGICAL NETWORK ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 102/10 of 30.12.2010)
- REGULATION ON THE PROTECTION REGIMES ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 31/12 of 12.04.2012)
PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- Rulebook on conditions that must be fulfilled by the manager of protected area
  ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 85/09 of 19.10.2009)
- Rulebook on cross-border movement and trade in protected species
  ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 99/09 and 06/14)
- Rulebook on the declaration and protection of strictly protected wild species of plants, animals, fungi and mushrooms ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 05/10, 47/11, 32/16 and 98/16)

- Rulebook on compensation measures ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 20/10 of 31.03.2010)
- Rulebook on the criteria for the separation of habitat types, types of habitats, vulnerable, endangered, rare and priority protection habitat types and the protection measures for the conservation of habitat types ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 35/10 of 26.05.2010)
- Rulebook on the compensation price list for determining the amount of compensation caused by infringing activities in relation to strictly protected and protected wild species ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 37/10 of 01.06.2010)
- Rulebook on conditions for establishing a gene bank for wild plants, animals and fungi and mushrooms, manner of work of gene bank, manner of handling biological materials, content of applications and documentation to be submitted with the application for the issuance of permit for establishing a gene bank ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 65/10 of 14.09.2010)

- Rulebook on conditions under which fossils, minerals and crystals may be given to a legal entity for protection and keeping ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 79/10 of 29.10.2010)
- Rulebook on the content and manner of keeping the register of protected natural goods ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 81/10 of 05.11.2010)
- Rulebook on conditions of keeping, manner of marking and recording wild animals in captivity ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 86/10 of 17.11.2010)
- Rulebook on internal order and warden service of the Stara Planina nature park ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 27/11 of 20.04.2011)
- Rulebook on conditions for performing wild animals marking tasks ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 09/12 of 05.02.2012)

- Rulebook on declaring closed hunting season of the protected wild game species ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 9/12 and 31/13)
- Rulebook on conditions to be fulfilled by shelters providing care to protected wild animals ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 15/12 of 02.03.2012)
- Rulebook on the appearance of the nature protection label, procedure and conditions for its use ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 87/13 of 04.10.2013)
- Rulebook on going for an examination for professional protected area wardens ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 117/14 of 29.10.2014)
- Rulebook on protected area warden uniform ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 117/14, 93/15 and 97/15)

- Rulebook on the form of official id of protected area wardens ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 117/14 of 29.10.2014)
- Rulebook on criteria for evaluation and procedure for the protected area categorisation ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 97/15 of 28.11.2015)
BIODIVERSITY STRATEGY OF THE REPUBLIC OF SERBIA FOR THE PERIOD 2011-2018
(“Official Gazette of the RS” No 13/11 of 01.03.2011)

LAW ON PROTECTION AND SUSTAINABLE USE OF FISH RESOURCES
(“Official Gazette of the RS” No 128/14)

PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- RULEBOOK ON THE CONTENT OF THE RECREATIONAL FISHING PERMIT FORM
  (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 73/10 of 12.10.2010)
- RULEBOOK ON THE MANNER OF DETERMINING AND THE AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION OF DAMAGE CAUSED TO
  FISH RESOURCES (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 03/2016 of 15.01.2016)
- RULEBOOK ON CONDITIONS AND MANNER OF ORGANISING FISH WARDEN SERVICE, WARDEN ID FORMS AND
  APPEARANCE OF THE WARDEN BADGE (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 07/10 of 19.02.2010)
- RULEBOOK ON THE FORM, CONTENT AND SCOPE OF FINAL REPORT ON THE USE OF FISHING AREA ("Official Gazette
  of the RS" No 70/10 of 30.09.2010)
- RULEBOOK ON THE MONITORING PROGRAMME FOR MONITORING THE STATUS OF FISH RESOURCES IN FISHING
  WATERS (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 71/10 of 04.10.2010)
- RULEBOOK ON THE CATEGORISATION OF FISHING WATERS (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 10/12 of 10.02.2012)
- RULEBOOK ON THE AMOUNT OF COSTS FOR THE ISSUANCE OF ANNUAL RECREATIONAL FISHING PERMITS (“Official
  Gazette of the RS” No 87/12 of 07.09.2012)
- RULEBOOK ON THE CONTENT OF THE ANNUAL COMMERCIAL FISHING PERMIT FORM
  (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 56/2015 of 26.06.2015)
- RULEBOOK ON THE APPEARANCE AND CONTENT OF THE FORM OF RECORDS OF FISHERMEN CATCH, AND THE
  MANNER OF KEEPING RECORDS OF FISH CATCH (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 34/15 of 14.04.2015)
- RULEBOOK ON THE APPEARANCE AND CONTENT OF THE FORM OF RECORDS OF COMMERCIAL FISHERMEN CATCH
- RULEBOOK ON CONDITIONS, PROGRAMME AND MANNER OF GOING FOR AN EXAMINATION FOR FISH WARDEN
  AND PROFESSIONAL FISHERMAN EXAMINATION (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 60/15 of 08.07.2015)
- RULEBOOK ON THE CONTENT OF FORM OF ONE-DAY, MULTI-DAY AND ANNUAL PERMIT FOR RECREATIONAL
  FISHING, AND ONE-DAY, MULTI-DAY AND ANNUAL PERMIT FOR RECREATIONAL FISHING IN PROTECTED AREA
  (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 15/15 of 06.02.2015)
- RULEBOOK ON CONDITIONS TO BE FULFILLED BY RANCHING MATERIALS
  (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 86/15 of 14.10.2015)
- RULEBOOK ON CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURE FOR THE ISSUANCE AND WITHDRAWAL OF FISH
  WARDEN LICENSES AND THE MANNER OF KEEPING THE REGISTER OF ISSUED FISH WARDEN LICENSES
  (“Official Gazette of the RS” No 02/16 of 08.01.2016)
PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- RULEBOOK ON THE CONTENT AND MANNER OF KEEPING THE FISHING WATER CADASTRE
  ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 03/2016 of 15.01.2016)
- RULEBOOK ON CONDITIONS AND MANNER OF ORGANISING FISH WARDEN SERVICE AND THE
  FORM OF KEEPING RECORDS OF DAILY ACTIVITIES OF FISH WARDEN SERVICE
  ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 03/2016 of 15.01.2016)
- RULEBOOK ON THE SCOPE AND CONTENT OF THE RECREATIONAL FISHERMEN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME
  ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 03/2016 of 15.01.2016)
- RULEBOOK ON FISH WARDEN UNIFORMS, APPEARANCE OF THE WARDEN BADGE AND FISH WARDEN OFFICIAL
  ID FORM ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 39/2016 of 15.04.2016)
- RULEBOOK ON THE MANNER, TOOLS AND MEANS FOR COMMERCIAL FISHING, AND THE MANNER, TOOLS,
  EQUIPMENT AND MEANS FOR RECREATIONAL FISHING ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 42/16 of 22.04.2016)
- RULEBOOK AMENDING RULEBOOK ON CONDITIONS, PROGRAMME AND MANNER OF GOING FOR A
  PROFESSIONAL FISH WARDEN EXAMINATION AND PROFESSIONAL FISHERMAN EXAMINATION
  ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 96/2016 of 02.12.2016)
- RULEBOOK ON THE VALUE OF ONE-DAY, MULTI-DAY AND ANNUAL PERMIT FOR RECREATIONAL FISHING FOR
  2017 ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 96/2016 of 02.12.2016)

LAW ON NON-IONIZING RADIATION PROTECTION ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 36/09)

PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- REGULATION ON DETERMINING THE PROGRAMME OF SYSTEMATIC EXAMINATION OF THE LEVELS OF
  NON-IONIZING RADIATION FOR THE PERIOD 2017-2018
  ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 02/17 of 13.01.2017)

PUBLISHED BYLAWS BASED ON LAW:

- RULEBOOK ON CONDITIONS TO BE FULFILLED BY LEGAL ENTITIES PERFORMING TASKS OF SYSTEMATIC
  EXAMINATION OF THE LEVELS OF NON-IONIZING RADIATION, AND THE MANNER AND METHODS OF
  SYSTEMATIC EXAMINATION IN THE ENVIRONMENT ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 104/09 of 06.12.2009)
- RULEBOOK ON THE SOURCES OF NON-IONIZING RADIATION OF SPECIAL INTEREST, TYPES, SOURCES, MANNER
  AND PERIOD OF THEIR EXAMINATION ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 104/09 of 06.12.2009)
- RULEBOOK ON THE CONTENT OF RECORDS OF THE SOURCES OF NON-IONIZING RADIATION OF SPECIAL
  INTEREST ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 104/09 of 06.12.2009)
- RULEBOOK ON THE LIMITS OF EXPOSURE TO NON-IONIZING RADIATION ("Official Gazette of the RS" No
  104/09)
- RULEBOOK ON CONDITIONS TO BE FULFILLED BY LEGAL ENTITIES PERFORMING TASKS OF EXAMINATION OF
  THE LEVELS OF SOURCES OF NON-IONIZING RADIATION OF SPECIAL INTEREST IN THE ENVIRONMENT ("Official
  Gazette of the RS" No 104/09 of 06.12.2009)
- RULEBOOK ON THE CONTENT AND APPEARANCE OF THE FORM OF THE REPORT ON SYSTEMATIC
  EXAMINATION OF THE LEVELS OF NON-IONIZING RADIATION IN THE ENVIRONMENT ("Official Gazette of the
  RS" No 104/09 of 06.12.2009)
RULEBOOK ON DETERMINING PROGRAMME FOR SYSTEMATIC EXAMINATION OF RADIOACTIVITY IN THE ENVIRONMENT ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 100/10 of 28.12.2010)

RULEBOOK ON RECORDS OF PERFORMED TASKS IN THE FIELD OF IONIZING RADIATION PROTECTION ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 17/11 of 15.03.2011)

RULEBOOK ON REPORTING AND RECORDING SOURCES OF IONIZING RADIATION ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 25/11 of 12.04.2011)

RULEBOOK ON THE MANNER OF KEEPING RECORDS OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 27/11 of 20.04.2011)

RULEBOOK ON DETERMINING PROGRAMMES FOR SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF PROFESSIONALLY EXPOSED PERSONS AND PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF IONIZING RADIATION PROTECTION ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 37/11 of 09.05.2011)

RULEBOOK ON THE LIMITS OF RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION OF PERSONS, WORKING AND LIVING ENVIRONMENT AND THE MANNER OF PERFORMING DECONTAMINATION ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 38/11 of 31.05.2011)

RULEBOOK ON PERFORMING NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 37/11 of 31.05.2011)

RULEBOOK ON CONDITIONS FOR OBTAINING THE LICENCE FOR PERFORMING THE NUCLEAR ACTIVITY ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 37/11 of 31.05.2011)

RULEBOOK ON THE CONTROL OF RADIOACTIVITY OF GOODS DURING IMPORT, EXPORT AND TRANSIT ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 44/11 of 17.06.2011)

RULEBOOK ON THE RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 60/11 of 16.08.2011)

RULEBOOK ON CONDITIONS FOR OBTAINING THE LICENSE FOR PERFORMING THE RADIATION ACTIVITY ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 61/11 of 19.08.2011)

RULEBOOK ON DETERMINING PROGRAMMES FOR TIMELY ACCIDENT ANNOUNCEMENT ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 70/11 of 23.09.2011)

RULEBOOK ON LIMITS OF THE CONTENT OF RADIONUCLIDES IN DRINKING WATER, FOOD, FEED, MEDICINES, CONSUMER GOODS, CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND OTHER GOODS PLACED ON THE MARKET ("Official Gazette of the RS" Nos 86/11 and 97/13)

RULEBOOK ON THE LIMITS OF EXPOSURE TO IONIZING RADIATION AND MEASUREMENTS FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF THE LEVELS OF EXPOSURE TO IONIZING RADIATION ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 86/11 of 18.11.2011)


RULEBOOK ON RECORDS OF SOURCES OF IONIZING RADIATION, PROFESSIONALLY EXPOSED PERSONS, ON THE EXPOSURE OF PATIENTS TO IONIZING RADIATION AND RADIOACTIVE WASTE ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 97/11 of 21.12.2011)

RULEBOOK ON APPLYING THE SOURCES OF IONIZING RADIATION IN MEDICINE ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 01/12)

RULEBOOK ON CONDITIONS FOR OBTAINING AUTHORISATIONS FOR PERFORMING IONIZING RADIATION PROTECTION TASKS ("Official Gazette of the RS" No 101/16 of 16.12.2016)
## OTHER LAWS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Law</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAW ON THE PROHIBITION OF THE DEVELOPMENT, PRODUCTION, STOCKPILING</strong></td>
<td>OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS AND ON THEIR DESTRUCTION (&quot;Official Gazette of the RS&quot; No 36/09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAW ON TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PRODUCTS AND CONFORMITY</strong></td>
<td>ASSESSMENT (&quot;Official Gazette of the RS&quot; No 36/09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAW ON TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOODS</strong></td>
<td>(&quot;Official Gazette of the RS&quot; Nos 88/10 and 104/16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAW PROHIBITING THE CONSTRUCTION OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN THE</strong></td>
<td>FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA (&quot;Official Gazette of the FRY&quot; No 12/95 and &quot;Official Gazette of the RS&quot; No 85/05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAW ON NATIONAL PARKS</strong></td>
<td>(&quot;Official Gazette of the RS&quot; No 84/15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAW ON INSPECTIONAL SUPERVISION</strong></td>
<td>(&quot;Official Gazette of the RS&quot; No 36/15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAW ON MISDEMEANOURS</strong></td>
<td>(&quot;Official Gazette of the RS&quot; Nos 65/13, 13/16 and 98/16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE</strong></td>
<td>(&quot;Official Gazette of the RS&quot; Nos 72/11, 101/11, 121/12, 32/13, 45/13 and 55/14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CRIMINAL CODE</strong></td>
<td>(&quot;Official Gazette of the RS&quot; Nos 85/05, 88/05, 107/05, 72/09, 111/09, 121/12, 104/13 and 108/14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAW ON ECONOMIC OFFENCES</strong></td>
<td>(&quot;Official Gazette of the FRY&quot; Nos 27/92, 24/94, 28/96, &quot;Official Gazette of the RS&quot; No 101/05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>